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Minority Rights: The Key to Conflict Prevention 2007-05-12 this report minority rights the key to conflict prevention cogently argues that an understanding of minority
rights is essential for anyone dealing with conflict prevention and resolution the report s authors clive baldwin chris chapman and zoë gray demonstrate the strong links
between minority rights violations and the outbreak of major conflicts drawing on research carried out in china india iraq kosovo nicaragua the philippines and sudan
among other states mrg s report shows how minority rights violations are often warning signs of an approaching conflict this new report looks at five themes minority
identity the ability of minorities to participate in political and economic life land property rights and justice issues using case studies and providing practical advice
the authors show why ignoring early warning signs in any of these areas could lead to a build up of tensions and ultimately violent conflict the international community s
record on minority rights and conflict prevention is examined and found wanting the report concludes with a checklist and a series of recommendations aimed at
international bodies working on conflict prevention and resolution
Devising an Adequate System of Minority Protection 2021-07-26 in a dialogical concept of minority rights hanna h wei offers a re conceptualisation of the notion of
minority rights as the first step of a possible solution to some of the theoretical and practical difficulties of minority protection
A Dialogical Concept of Minority Rights 2016-05-12 at the start of the 21st century we are still debating various fundamental issues pertaining to core human values
popularly known as human rights constituting an important contribution to the debate the central purpose of this book is to demonstrate the essential link between human
rights and democracy nalini rajan maintains that human rights can flourish only in a state which promotes the democratic value of equal consideration of individual
autonomy i e each person s capacity to act independently taking up various important issues and concepts like multiculturalism citizenship economic rights and the right
to a certain quality of life nalini rajan argues that minority rights are not the only way to counter majoritarianism she also advocates structural and constitutional
changes to render the indian polity more federal particularly through devolution and local self governance
Democracy and the Limits of Minority Rights 2002-10-04 this publication is the first version of the world directory of minorities and indigenous peoples published in 1997
the full directory is now available and continually updated on our website the large majority of violent conflicts in the world today are conflicts within states with
groups polarized across ethnic and religious divides and not across borders ethnic religious and linguistic minorities are often among the poorest of the poor suffer
discrimination and are frequently the victims of human rights abuses time and time again in the past the united nations system governments and even non governmental
organizations ngos working in the field of conflict prevention have failed to promote the human rights of minorities or to take early action to promote cooperation
between communities early action may have prevented the loss of millions of lives in many countries ranging from rwanda to the former yugoslavia and from sri lanka to
guatemala it is also significant that the nobel peace prize was awarded to the dalai lama in 1989 and to jose ramos horta and bishop carlos belo in1996 as a result of
their peaceful campaigns to promote the rights of their people the situation of minorities is then a matter of major concern and it is essential that accurate objective
and up to date information is made available this directory contributes to that process it is difficult to assess accurately what proportion of the world s population
identify themselves as belonging to minority communities conservative estimates place this above 10 per cent and some suggest that more than 20 per cent of the world s
population belongs to several thousand different minority groups and subgroups national statistics are often skewed for political reasons and there is no universally
accepted definition of minorities the word has different interpretations in different societies throughout the world while the united nations general assembly has not
sought to reach a definition beyond that implied in the title of the un declaration on the rights of persons belonging to national or ethnic religious and linguistic
minorities adopted in december 1992 minority rights group focuses its work on non dominant ethnic religious and linguistic communities whether or not they are numerical
minorities the concept thus relates to any self identified community that is marginalized without power unable to take decisions over its destiny and often experiencing
high levels of illiteracy under education and overt or covert discrimination the basic rights of such communities need protection and promotion there is however a danger
of generalizing about minorities and forgetting the complexity of their social composition including the rural poor urban migrants older people women and children these
groups may be considered as doubly vulnerable what makes their situation particularly problematic is that there is often a deliberate political policy on the part of
majorities and states not to give due regard to the legitimate interests of minorities while members of minorities see their identity as central to their social and
economic situation they are often excluded from political power and decision making in the development process without equal opportunities to secure a better quality of
life one further danger may lie in regarding ethnicities as fixed rather than as the potentially fluid phenomena that they often are situational ethnicity does occur and
individuals and groups do modify their self identifications depending on circumstances please note that the terminology in the fields of minority rights and indigenous
peoples rights has changed over time mrg strives to reflect these changes as well as respect the right to self identification on the part of minorities and indigenous
peoples at the same time after over 50 years work we know that our archive is of considerable interest to activists and researchers therefore we make available as much of
our back catalogue as possible while being aware that the language used may not reflect current thinking on these issues
World Directory of Minorities 1997-01-01 human and minority rights protection by multiple diversity governance provides a comprehensive overview and critical analysis of
minority protection through national constitutional law and international law in europe using a critical theoretical and methodological approach this textbook provides a



historical analysis of state formation and nation building in europe with context of religious wars and political revolutions including the re conceptualisation of basic
concepts and terms such as territoriality sovereignty state nation and citizenship deconstructs all primordial theories of ethnicity and provides a sociologically
informed political theory for how to reconcile the functional prerequisites for political unity legal equality and social cohesion with the preservation of cultural
diversity examines the liberal and nationalist ideological framing of minority protection in liberal democratic regimes including the case law of the european court of
human rights and the european court of justice analyses the ongoing trend of re nationalisation in all parts of europe and the number of legal instruments and mechanisms
from voting rights to proportional representation in state bodies forms of cultural and territorial autonomy and federalism this textbook will be essential reading for
students scholars and practitioners interested in european politics human and minority rights constitutional and international law governance and nationalism the open
access version of this book available at taylorfrancis com has been made available under a creative commons attribution cc by 4 0 license
Human and Minority Rights Protection by Multiple Diversity Governance 2019-03-04 the unprecedented mass movement of populations since world war ii has increased tensions
among groups of people by breaking down the homogeneity of older countries and increasing the fragility of newly independent states encompassing several minorities within
their borders these changes according to author jay sigler dictate the necessity of clarifying human and minority rights he highlights the main points of minority rights
traces their history and demonstrates their distinctly modern features sigler considers the theoretical implications of minority versus individual and collective rights
and examines the efforts in this area made by the united states india the united kingdom belgium and the union of soviet socialist republics finally he proposes his own
provisional theory of minority rights
Minority Rights 1983-12-02 minorities make significant contributions to the richness and diversity of society and states that recognize and promote minority rights are
more likely to remain tolerant and stable the united nations and other intergovernmental organizations recognize that minority rights are essential to protect those who
wish to preserve and develop values and practices which they share with other members of their community this guide offers information related to norms and mechanisms
developed to protect the rights of persons belonging to national ethnic religious or linguistic minorities it provides detailed information about procedures and forums in
which minority issues may be raised within the united nations system and in regional systems it is hoped that this guide will be useful in assisting minority advocates to
make full and effective use of existing international mechanisms and ultimately to promote and protect the rights guaranteed under international instruments
Protecting Minority Rights 2023 this book provides a critical evaluation of the ways in which eu law engages with minority rights protection at its core is an analysis of
eu law and minority rights unlike the un or echr the eu has no competence to set standards on minority protection and this has been a point of disappointment for minority
rights advocates indeed this book will demonstrate that in eu law binding standards really only exist in the sphere of non discrimination and are at their strongest in
the field of employment as such binding standards within eu law affect only a small proportion of the canon of minority rights however the eu does have competence to
promote diversity and facilitate redistribution of power and resources across the eu according to a broad understanding of minority rights protection acts of promotion
and facilitation alongside those of standard setting constitute essential underpinnings for minority protection the eu s existing competences do therefore play a key role
in minority protection in order to support these conclusions the book undertakes a comprehensive examination of the impact of eu law on minority rights protection the
book examines a broad range of the eu s legal provisions and principles which may affect minority protection before undertaking in depth analyses of the examples of
minority cultural rights and minority linguistic rights in addition the final substantive chapter of the book contextualises the impact of eu law within the perspective
of the overall needs of a specific group the roma minority the concluding chapter draws together the eu s contribution to minority rights in short the eu can be seen as a
promoter but not a protector of minority rights although not ideal especially from the perspective of minorities it is worth at least exploring such a view such an
exploration would enable the eu most easily to build upon its existing competences and regulatory capacities this book will be of interest to lawyers and activists
concerned with minority rights and roma rights protection within the eu it will also be of relevance to those interested in understanding the dynamics between the eu and
the international law community in overlapping areas of rights protection and exploring how this informs our perception of the capacity of the eu to be a central actor in
the field of rights protection
The Impact of EU Law on Minority Rights 2011-01-12 in this enlightening book john mukum mbaku analyses the main challenges of constitutional design and the construction
of governance institutions in africa today he argues that the central issues are providing each country with a constitutional order that is capable of successfully
managing sectarian conflict and enhancing peaceful coexistence protecting the rights of citizens including those of minorities minimizing the monopolization of political
space by the majority to the detriment of minorities and effectively preventing government impunity mbaku offers a comprehensive analysis of various approaches to the
management of diversity and shows how these approaches can inform africa s struggle to promote peace and good governance he explores in depth the existence of
dysfunctional and anachronistic laws and institutions inherited from the colonial state and the process through which laws and institutions are formulated or constructed
adopted and amended a close look at the constitutional experiences of the american republic provides important lessons for constitutional design and constitutionalism in
africa additionally comparative politics and comparative constitutional law also provide important lessons for the management of diversity in african countries mbaku



recommends state reconstruction through constitutional design as a way for each african country to provide itself with laws and institutions that reflect the realities of
each country including the necessary mechanisms and tools for the protection of the rights of minorities from students and scholars to ngos lawyers and policymakers this
unique and judicious book is an essential tool for all those seeking to understand and improve governance and development in africa
Protecting Minority Rights in African Countries 2018-01-26 this book deals with christians as a minority and controverts the myth that they are the most forward community
it details the general constitutional rights as well as special rights of the minorities in india and focuses attention on the relationship between human rights of
minorities an essential reading for sociologists political scientists human rights activists and all others interested in the issues involved and the future of indian
polity
Minorities and Religious Freedom in a Democracy 2003 germany
Peace and Stability Through Human and Minority Rights 1999 2008 choice academic outstanding title winner in this provocative and ground breaking book stephen may argues
for a non essentialist understanding of language rights while at the same time outlining why language rights particularly for minority groups are defensible and important
both academically and politically may argues that the causes of many of the language based conflicts in the world today lie with the nation state and its preoccupation
with establishing a common language and culture via mass education the solution he suggests is to rethink nation states in more culturally and linguistically plural ways
while avoiding at the same time essentialising the language identity link language and minority rights a benchmark volume in the field of language rights and language
policy is an outstanding interdisciplinary analysis which draws together debates on language from widely different academic fields including the sociology of language
ethnicity and nationalism sociolinguistics social and political theory education history and law illustrating these debates via a wealth of different national contexts
and examples it is essential reading for students teachers and researchers in the sociology of language sociolinguistics applied linguistics language policy and planning
sociology politics and education
Language and Minority Rights 2008 examines the development and the role of human rights in the european union arguing that human rights have become an important component
of the foreign policy of the european union this book analyses the eu s policy on minorities as a particular example of human rights
Minorities and Minority Rights in Turkey 2021-02-20 china s vast population contains a large number of disadvantaged or minority groups published in association with
social science academic press china this unique book outlines what legal protection each minority group receives under chinese law together with a helpful comparative
study on chinese national and regional laws ground breaking and detailed it offers a comprehensive analysis of the various disparate aspects of minority rights protection
in china such as current anti discrimination policy the implementation of international standards for minority protection and domestic legal protection for non chinese
and ethnic minority groups written by leading chinese scholars li lin and li xixia from the institute of law of the chinese academy of social sciences cass lidija r basta
fleiner from the institute of federalism of the university of fribourg switzerland
Human Rights and Minority Rights in the European Union 2010-06-17 the question of minority rights is one of the great dilemmas of contemporary politics increases in the
flow of immigrants migrants and refugees have raised public concerns that greater cultural and ethnic diversity creates instability within nation states but does
stability really require homogeneity or can it be maintained in the presence of different minority groups in this path breaking book jackson preece analyses whether
traditional minority rights theory is sufficiently dynamic to inform effective responses to modern challenges the central premise behind minority rights is that groups
recognized and supported by the political community are far less likely to challenge its authority or threaten its territorial integrity however as jackson preece shows
the potential for collisions of values and interests still exists and the possibility of a permanent solution to the problem of diversity remains illusive minority rights
will be an indispensable resource for students and scholars of political science international relations law and sociology
On Minority Rights 2012-06-01 this publication contains information on the statements and judgements made in minority rights court cases by the following international
bodies the european court of human rights council of europe the african commission on human and people s rights the european court of justice european union the inter
american court of human rights the international court of justice the permanent court of international justice and the united nations human rights committee the
information is organised under the following subject headings assembly association discrimination due process education effective participation existence expression
family life group identity international aspects limitations derogations and restrictions linguistic rights minority issues religion and socio economic rights a list of
case summaries and the text of selected major international conventions in this field are included as annexes
Minority Rights 2005-12-23 explores the obstacles to multiculturalism and minority rights in arab states including the history of european manipulation of minority
politics
Minority Rights Jurisprudence Digest 2006-01-01 the second edition addresses new theoretical and empirical developments since its initial publication including the
burgeoning influence of globalization and the relentless rise of english as the current world language may s broad position however remains largely unchanged he argues
that the causes of many of the language based conflicts in the world today still lie with the nation state and its preoccupation with establishing a common language and



culture via mass education the solution he suggests is to rethink nation states in more culturally and linguistically plural ways while avoiding at the same time
essentializing the language identity link this edition like the first adopts a wide interdisciplinary framework drawing on sociolinguistics applied linguistics sociology
political theory education and law it also includes new discussions of cosmopolitanism globalization the role of english and language and mobility highlighting the
ongoing difficulties faced by minority language speakers in the world today
Multiculturalism and Minority Rights in the Arab World 2014 this publication discusses the main standards and mechanisms created by the council of europe and other
international organisations to protect the rights of minorities in europe including key legal instruments such as the european convention on human rights the framework
convention for the protection of national minorities and the european charter for regional and minority languages it reviews the monitoring activities in various council
of europe member and non member states both prior to their accession and in their post accession phase the publication also includes a detailed examination of the case of
the roma gypsies a specific minority without a kin state
Language and Minority Rights 2013-06-17 the book questions the classic idea of self determination the right to self determination is a right of peoples not of minorities
by examining the content of the right to self determination and the content of minority rights self determination has four dimensions the political the economic the
social and the cultural dimensions minorities have minority rights that touch on most aspects of life as a member of a minority if there is an overlap between minority
rights and the different dimensions of self determination the concept that the right to self determination is only applicable to peoples loses credibility no global and
general conclusion is envisaged there are restrictions in place the work is limited to the european framework and is further restricted to classic minorities the argument
is based on a legitimacy and justice approach the analysis in this book shows that some minority rights overlap with the different dimensions of internal self
determination in short classic minorities in europe have a right to internal self determination
Minority Rights in Europe 2004-01-01 the scope of arrangements which provide for some degree of autonomy is almost unlimited as are the norms and means which have been
adopted to protect minority rights documents on autonomy and minority rights offer examples of some of the unique structures which have been developed to respond to
geographic political ethnic linguistic and other differences under a single sovereignty they present a broad spectrum of domestic constitutional provisions statutes and
political agreements as well as a comprehensive collection of relevant international instruments the first section includes documents adopted on a global or regional
basis to set standards for the protection of minority rights and the rights of indigenous peoples the second section includes a wide range of national documents related
to minority rights and or autonomy the last section contains historical documents the author has written a brief introduction to each document to give the reader
unfamiliar with the situation to which a document pertains enough information to consider its context no single text can be used as a model of autonomy for every
situation is unique at the same time however greater knowledge of a broad range of successful and unsuccessful arrangements may inspire new ideas with which to address
conflicts which have claimed tens of thousands of lives in recent years at the very least the ingenuity evidenced in some of the documents should encourage
experimentation and underscore the need of going beyond the mere recitation of definitions of federalism consociation devolution or other constitutional models the great
variety of institutional arrangements the detailed provisions developed to resolve particularly difficult local problems and the flexibility in addressing issues such as
revenue sharing or participation in international organizations demonstrate that neither sovereignty nor self determination need stand in the way of innovative solutions
Minorities, Minority Rights and Internal Self-Determination 2014-09-23 this book addresses the impact of a range of destabilising issues on minority rights in europe and
north america this collection stems from the fact that liberal democracy did not bring about the end of history but rather that the transatlantic region of europe and
north america has encountered a new era of instability particularly since the global financial crisis the transatlantic region may have appeared to be entering a period
of stability but terrorist attacks on the soil of euro atlantic states the financial crisis itself and other changes including mass migration the rise of populism changes
in fundamental political conceptions technological change and most recently the covid pandemic have brought increasing uncertainties and instabilities in existing orders
in these contexts the book investigates the resulting difficulties and opportunities for minority rights bringing together scholars from a range of disciplines who are
engaged in work on various unstable orders the book provides a unique and largely neglected perspective on present developments as well as addressing the pressing issue
of the future of the minority rights regime at global regional and national levels this book will appeal to those with interests in minority rights human rights
nationalism law and politics
Documents on Autonomy and Minority Rights 2023-08-28 this publication contains case studies on human and minority rights in the south asian countries including a special
focus on the south asian association for regional cooperation saarc and articles on different forms of national human rights commission and immigration to the uk and new
minorities it is further complemented by an in depth study on autonomy kashmir and international law assembling articles authored by leading scholars from both south asia
and europe the book will contribute to a mutual exchange of views on human and minority rights issues in south asia in particular the book is aimed at increasing
awareness and understanding of current developments in south asia and on this basis at enhancing a constructive dialogue between representatives of the scientific
community policy makers and civil society in europe and their counterparts in south asia



Minority Rights and Liberal Democratic Insecurities 2022-11-11 the title of this volume is the critical and provocative question do we need minority rights in order to
announce that it does make sense to ask whether there are special obligations to minority protection the following essays none of which is published elsewhere explore
several of the many important philosophical questions about minority protection as well as the practical and judicial problems related to certain answers the first four
essays concern minority rights within the theory of liberalism while the last four focus on more detailed problems of minority protection
Minority Rights in South Asia 2011 there are approximately ten million roma in europe making them the continent s largest non territorial minority despite this fact the
roma continue to experience routine discrimination and marginalization in european countries as a result they are seldom engaged in national political activism and are
frequently at the bottom of the economic and social ladder the severity of exclusion experienced by the roma in societies which have long paid heed to the notion of
individual universal human rights combined with their geographical dispersal and heterogeneous nature makes the study of the roma highly informative this book examines
the theoretical debate concerning the most appropriate way of protecting the fundamental human rights of the roma which also illuminates ways in which the rights of
minority groups can be protected more generally as a result this work will be a valuable resource for social scientists and practitioners in the field of human rights
Do We Need Minority Rights? 2021-09-27 本来法学者であるケルゼンが政治学 社会学の領域にも思考を拡げてデモクラシーの本質と価値を論じた代表作 デモクラシーとは 自由 を最大限に実現しようとする要請から発した国家形式であるとして 絶対主義的世界観を基盤とする独裁主義国家形式と対決しようとするその論理は極
めて明快であり 今なお示唆に富む
Minority Rights Protection in International Law 2016-04-22 this book the second in the series of publications on minority issues examines the political and legal
mechanisms available at european and international levels for the implementation of minority rights standards chapters cover the following topics the concept of
international minority rights un treaty monitoring bodies particularly the human rights committee the un working group on minorities the international court of justice
the european court of human rights the framework convention for the protection of national minorities the european charter for regional or minority languages the csce
osce mechanism for protection of minority rights eu standards and mechanisms for the protection of minorities and the prevention of discrimination bilateral agreements
and their implementation
デモクラシーの本質と価値 1948-10 in this book linzhu wang offers an insightful analysis of the rights of china s minorities from the perspective of self determination
Mechanisms for the Implementation of Minority Rights 2004-01-01 the issue of minority rights continues to occupy a sensitive position in international law historical as
well as contemporary events show that the subject is also capable of engulfing the international community as a whole the contention of the present study is that
international law is in itself a difficult medium for providing adequate rights for minorities and for effectively safeguarding those rights this volume analyses the
weaknesses in the international protection of minority rights through a detailed examination of the practices and policies of pakistan thought provoking and original in
its approach this volume will prove to be of enormous value to international human rights lawyers and to scholars engaged in the study of minority rights in south asia
and pakistan
Self-determination and Minority Rights in China 2018-12-10 minority rights majority rule seeks to explain a phenomenon evident to most observers of the us congress in the
house of representatives majority parties rule and minorities are seldom able to influence national policy making in the senate minorities quite often call the shots
empowered by the filibuster to frustrate the majority why did the two chambers develop such distinctive legislative styles conventional wisdom suggests that differences
in the size and workload of the house and senate led the two chambers to develop very different rules of procedure sarah binder offers an alternative partisan theory to
explain the creation and suppression of minority rights showing that contests between partisan coalitions have throughout congressional history altered the distribution
of procedural rights most importantly new majorities inherit procedural choices made in the past this institutional dynamic has fuelled the power of partisan majorities
in the house but stopped them in their tracks in the senate
The Weaknesses in the International Protection of Minority Rights 2021-10-05 this insightful and timely book analyzes the role of cultural autonomy in advancing minority
rights protection on the national and global level it assesses the historical and legal limits of the right to self determination and autonomy and draws on marxist
internationalism liberal nationalism and eu integrationist studies to examine the relationship between cultural autonomy and globalization as such emphasis is placed on
the sociological and historical value of cultural autonomy with the aim of working beyond formalistic and utilitarian approaches to cultural autonomy the volume will
appeal primarily to upper level undergraduate and graduate level students of political science and international law interested in rethinking the role of cultural
autonomy in an age of globalization
Minority Rights, Majority Rule 1997-06-13 the much anticipated follow up to international bestseller how democracies die essential reading ahead of the 2024 us election
just like their previous work this book is concise readable and convincing anne applebaum author of twilight of democracy how has democracy become so threatened and what
can we do to save it with the clarity and brilliance that made their first book how democracies die a global bestseller leading harvard professors steven levitsky and
daniel ziblatt offer a coherent new framework for understanding the dangerous times we live in they draw on a wealth of examples from the capitol riots to edwardian
britain from 1930s france to present day thailand to explain why political parties turn against democracy and how to see when this will happen in this razor sharp



analysis levitsky and ziblatt offer in particular an urgent warning about right wing efforts to undermine the very foundations of the american political system
multiracial democracy is something few societies have ever achieved but even the prospect of this change can spark an authoritarian backlash whose dangerous effects will
resonate long into the future donald trump s astonishing lead in the run up to the republican nomination even after his indictment and imprisonment on charges of election
interference is evidence of that with its attention on factors from election losses to demographic change and voting rights its urgent call for a reform of our politics
to balance the need for majority rule with the need for minority protections and a citizens movement to put enough pressure on lawmakers to act before it s too late
tyranny of the minority is a must read for everyone keen to see more vibrant democracy and to understand where future threats may come from provocative and readable david
runciman on how democracies die a useful primer on the importance of norms institutional restraints and civic participation in maintaining a democracy barack obama on how
democracies die
Cultural Autonomy, Minority Rights and Globalization 2017-11-28 the design of democratic institutions includes a variety of barriers to protect against the tyranny of the
majority including international human rights cultural minority rights and multiculturalism in the twenty first century majorities have re asserted themselves sometimes
reasonably referring to social cohesion and national identity at other times in the form of populist movements challenging core foundations of liberal democracy this
volume intervenes in this debate by examining the legitimacy of conflicting majority and minority claims are majorities a legal concept holding rights and subject to
limitations how can we define a sense of nationhood that brings groups together rather than tears them apart in this volume world leading experts are brought together for
the first time to debate the rights of both majorities and minorities the outcome is a fascinating exchange on one of the greatest challenges facing liberal democracies
today
Tyranny of the Minority 2023-10-05 this collection of essays examines the legal regime in the post cold war era which has developed in response to the demands of ethnic
racial religious groups in europe in essence this volume seeks to examine the old problem of national minorities in the new europe the essays examine the response of the
main institutions within europe i e the council of europe osce european union the increasing recourse of states to bilateral arrangements the developing content of
minority rights the challenges posed by state building the resolution of conflicts involving national minorities particular issues considered include the minorities
situation in the former yugoslavia the situation in ukraine in particular in crimea the position of the minority catholic population in northern ireland as well as
developments in the context of autonomous regimes power sharing arrangements at the end of the book a collection of documents which supplement these chapters are relevant
to minority rights in the new europe can be found whilst the book s editors are both legal academics from the united kingdom the contributors backgrounds are diverse
varied originating from a number of different countries with expertise in a wide variety of areas
Majorities, Minorities, and the Future of Nationhood 2022-11-24 preface introduction the minority experts the rulers of kosovo and their knowledge of minority rights the
root causes of the problem recommendations relevant international instruments
Peace and Stability Through Human and Minority Rights 2001 proceedings of the fifth kobe lectures tokyo and kyoto december 1998 t p
Minority Rights in the "new" Europe 1999-02-04 2001 may 2002 sally holt
Minority Rights in Kosovo Under International Rule 2006
Universal Minority Rights? 2004
European Yearbook of Minority Issues 2003-01-01
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